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Sector volume growth 

Oman Cement posted its highest quarterly dispatch in last 3 years as total sales volume climbed 

to 558k MT in Q1 FY12. The growth in volume came as the company’s new clinker production 

line commenced operations from Q3 FY11. At current sales volume, Oman Cement operated at 

86% utilization level, thus leaving further room for volume expansion. 

 

In case of Raysut Cement, the company posted Q1 FY12 standalone dispatches of 666k MT, 

highest since Q2 FY10. Raysut’s subsidiary Pioneer Cement posted Q1 FY12 dispatches of 391k 

MT, aided by strong local dispatches in UAE market. On a standalone basis, Raysut Cement 

operated at 86% utilization level, similar to Oman Cement. Its Pioneer subsidiary operated at 

90% utilization level, aided by higher local sales. 

 

Domestic realization decline takes a pause, export realization uptick a positive surprise 

Domestic realization decline took a halt in Q1 FY12 after nearly six quarters of continuous 

decline. The decline began after both domestic companies lowered their prices from RO 31/Ton 

in July 2010. Since then, average realization has declined to RO 25/Ton (Q4 FY11) for Oman 

Cement and to RO 26.8/Ton (Q4 FY11) for Raysut Cement. The sharp fall in realization was due 

to import pressure from UAE cement manufacturers, which created a RO 5-6/Ton difference 

between local cement price and landed price of UAE cement. We opine that realizations have 

largely stabilized at current level and we expect a marginal uptick could come in from H1 FY13. 

 

Sector Outlook 

 

Domestic companies expected to reach full capacity potential on the back of rising demand 

We expect Oman Cement and Raysut Cement to operate at 75% and 87% utilization level in 

2012. With an 8-10% volume growth in the coming years, we expect Raysut Cement to reach 

full output capacity by late 2013. On the back of recent clinker expansion, Oman Cement will be 

able to ride the volume growth without further capacity expansion till late 2014. Oman Cement 

has already announced its intention to augment its capacity by another 1mn MTPA grinding unit 

by early 2014, which will provide Oman Cement further room to expand volume and increase 

market share in the competitive Northern Oman market. 

 

Cyclical price trough at RO25, expect uptick in 2013 

Omani cement company realizations declined primarily due to import competition from UAE. At 

current cost structure, there is little room for UAE manufacturers to lower their prices, which 

provides a strong base for realizations to bottom out. Also, stable demand growth will also act as 

a catalyst to support current realizations. For 2012, we expect Raysut’s domestic realization of 

RO 27/Ton and Oman Cement’s domestic realization of RO 25.8/Ton. We expect realization to 

inch up in 2013, though we do not expect a major uptick as any up move will increase viability 

of imports from UAE, thus eventually bringing new supply on any price increase. 

 

Shift of theme from Asset based valuation to earnings expansion  

We shift our view from asset-based non-earnings focused investment positioning to earnings 

expansion theme on the back of (a) bottoming realizations with near term upside potential and 

(b) volume growth supported by available capacity. We increase Oman Cement target price to 

RO 0.606 and change our rating from Buy to Hold. We increase Raysut Cement target price to 

RO 1.360 and maintain Hold rating on the stock. 
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Raysut Cement 

 

Export realization increase a key positive 

Raysut Cement’s standalone exports jumped 45% YoY to 308k MT, up from 212k MT in Q1 

2011. The increase in volume came with higher realization as export realization reached RO 

22.9/Ton, highest since Q4 2009. Raysut’s domestic volume grew at a relatively healthy rate of 

10% YoY with stable realization of RO 27/Ton. We opine that Raysut Cement may have begun 

its export to Yemeni market after a lull last year. We expect Yemen, along with Raysut’s other 

export markets in Eastern Africa to continue to retain appetite for imports, which will be a 

positive for Raysut exports going forward. 

 

Pioneer Cement raises domestic cement prices 

Our channel checks suggested in the early part of the year that UAE cement manufacturers had 

agreed to increase the ex-factory cement prices in two phases by AED 15-20/Ton. As a result, 

Pioneer Cement’s local (UAE) realization for Q1 FY12 climbed from RO 19/Ton in 2011 to 

RO 21/Ton in Q1 FY12. At the same time, export realization to Oman remained unchanged at 

RO 19.9/Ton. We expect the local (UAE) realization to remain at RO 21/Ton going forward, 

and will eventually result in a small uptick in export (Oman) realization as well. 

 

Refinancing initiative to bring down interest cost and repayment burden 

Raysut Cement recently announced a refinancing initiative in order to lower its near term 

repayment burden. As per the details, the company refinanced its existing RO 64mn loan of 5 

year maturity with a new loan of equal amount, but with a maturity of 10 years and at a lower 

interest rate than the existing loan. The initiative will reduce its annual repayment burden from 

RO 18-19mn to RO 6-7mn in first three years and higher thereafter. The facility is expected to 

result in higher cash flow available to equity holders and hence will provide room to increase 

dividend payout in 2012 and beyond. We expect the company to pay 90bz and 100bz dividend 

in 2012e and 2013e, up from 50bz paid in 2011. The company has consistently paid 100bz 

dividend in 4 consecutive years prior to 2011. 

 

Oman Cement 

 

Gradual decline in per ton cost expected to continue 

Oman Cement’s cost per ton has gradually declined over last year, from RO 14.7/Ton in Q1 

FY11 to RO 12.2/Ton in Q1 FY12. The drop is attributed to commencement of new clinker 

production line, which has eliminated the need for expensive clinker import. We expect 

cost/ton to stabilize at RO 11.8-12/Ton level by FY12e, which will result in an expansion of 

profit margin over comparable FY11 numbers. 

 

Room for growth due to low utilization, grinding expansion to bring additional capacity 

We expect Oman Cement to operate at 75% and 84% utilization level in 2012 and 2013, 

leaving room for volume expansion if demand accelerates. Oman Cement also plans to add 

another grinding unit with a capacity of 1mn MTPA by early 2014. Our channel checks suggest 

that Oman Cement has been aggressively securing long term contracts for large infra projects. 
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Valuation and Outlook 

 

Shift of theme from Asset based valuation to earnings expansion  

We shift our view from asset-based non-earnings focused investment positioning to earnings 

expansion theme on the back of (a) bottoming realizations with near term upside potential and 

(b) volume growth supported by available capacity. Oman Cement and Raysut Cement’s Q1 

FY12 numbers were ahead of our expectation due to higher volumes and realizations. Going 

forward, we feel that uptick in realization is sustainable given recent price increases in UAE 

and also due to higher UAE cost structure which will act as support for import prices.  

 

Oman Cement currently trades at 12.7x and 11.1x FY12e and FY13e earnings and 7.3x and 

6.1x FY12e and FY13e EV/EBITDA. On the back of expected higher free cash flow in 2012 

and beyond, we expect the company to increase its dividend payout to 38bz and 44bz in FY12e 

and FY13e, implying a dividend yield of 5.9% and 6.7% FY12e and FY13e respectively, while 

still maintaining its payout ratio at 75%. We change our rating on the stock from Buy to Hold, 

while increasing our target price to RO 0.606 driven by uptick in volume assumption and cost 

benefits from its new clinker line. Our blended target price is based on weighted combination 

of target PB and target EV/EBITDA multiple. At the target price, Oman Cement is valued at 

1.24x FY13e P/B and 10.4x FY13e PE. 

 

Raysut Cement currently trades at 10.7x and 9.6x FY12e and FY13e earnings and 9.0x and 

8.0x FY12e and FY13e EV/EBITDA. On the back of expected higher free cash flow in 2012 

and beyond, we expect the company to increase its dividend payout to 90bz and 100bz in 

FY12e and FY13e, implying a dividend yield of 7.4% and 8.2% FY12e and FY13e 

respectively, while still maintaining its payout ratio at 79% (5-yr Avg: 75%). We maintain our 

Hold recommendation on the stock, while increasing our target price to RO 1.360 driven by 

uptick in export and local volume and higher export realization assumptions. Our price increase 

also factors in higher realization at Pioneer Cement subsidiary and its volume increase in UAE. 

Our blended target price is based on weighted combination of target PB and target 

EV/EBITDA multiple. At the target price, Raysut Cement is valued at 2.2x FY13e P/B and 

10.7x FY13e PE. 

 

On an EV/Ton basis, Oman Cement and Raysut Cement trade at FY12e EV/Ton of $174/Ton 

and $162/Ton respectively. On peer valuation basis, Saudi cement stocks trade at an average 

EV/Ton of $430-440/Ton. Although Saudi cement companies generate higher EBITDA/Ton 

(Avg: RO 16/Ton in Q1 FY12 vs Omani Avg: RO 11.1/Ton in Q1 FY12), a 2.5x valuation 

premium still puts Omani companies at a discount to their peers in GCC. 
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Key Financials – Oman Cement 
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Key Financials – Raysut Cement 
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